approaches to the study of temperament in a cross-cultural frame of reference are discussed. The procedure applied in the construction of the Revised Strelau Temperament Inventory (STI-R), which was renamed the Pavlovian Temperament Survey (PTS), is suggested as an alternative approach. This approach starts with an exhaustive and prototypical item sample (i.e. item universe) for a proposed construct in one culture. By applying identical statistical analyses in the psychometric treatment, parallel tests for mapping the constructs in different cultures can be developed. Descriptive comparisons of the properties of the PTS-versions for different languages, nations, or cultures (Australian English, Dutch, German, Greek, Hungarian, Italian, Korean, Polish, and Russian) are given.
INTRODUCTION
Cross-cultural studies in psychology generally serve two basic goals: (a) to describe the specificity of psychological phenomena and/or behaviors, depending on the cultural conditions in which individuals or groups being compared live (the emit approach); and (b) to show the similarities or identities (universals) of given psychological phenomena and/or behaviors across different cultures (the etic approach).
Findings supporting the cultural specificity of given behaviors or processes speak in favor of the environment in determining differences under study. In turn, data that show similarities or identities of given psychological phenomena in spite of cultural differences are often used as arguments in favor of genetic, or more general, biological factors in determining given behaviors. Similarity or generalizability (Van de Vijver & Poortinga, 1982 ) across phenomena being studied in different cultures may, however, result from etic elements not being under control of the investigator. The lack of differences in behaviors or reactions across cultures may be due to the fact that the groups being compared share such common properties of the cultural environment that are important in determining the phenomena under study. Thus, before making any conclusions regarding the significance of biological factors in determining the behavior under study, it has to be proven whether the culturally different cohorts being compared do not share other than genetically determined variables (see Poortinga & Van de Vijver, 1987 ) that can explain the generalizability of the phenomenon under study. (Strelau, 1987; . By showing the common elements in the understanding of temperament, we are not saying that there is full agreement on the understanding or definition of temperament. Voss and Keller (1988) making methodological remarks regarding cross-cultural studies on temperament, point to the lack of universality of the concept of temperament, to the different understanding of the separate temperament dimensions (see, also, , as well as to the lack of evidence for functional significance of temperament. It has to be stated, however, that few such psychological phenomena can be found on which psychologists would agree-intelligence being the best example here. Nevertheless, it seems to us that temperament belongs to those theoretical constructs in the understanding of which there is more agreement than disagreement, at least as regards the above-mentioned features of temperament. If these features may be ascribed to temperament, as we assume, than one may expect that temperamental traits belong to those psychological characteristics that are common (universal) for human beings independent of their specific cultural environment. At the same time, the formal characteristics comprised by temperament, which-we assume-are universal, may express themselves in different, culturally specific behaviors. It is highly probable that the universality refers not only to the particular traits but also to their configuration, that is, to the structure of temperament as argued, for example, in the domain of the three superfactors of personality by Eysenck (1991; see, also, Royce & Powell, 1983) or in studies on the Big Five factors (see Digman, 1989; John, 1990; McCrae & Costa, 1987) . (2) In many temperament theories, it is assumed that temperamental traits serve given adaptive functions and that, depending on the interaction with the broadly understood environment, different developmental and behavioral effects occur (Eliasz, 1990; Strelau, 1983; Thomas & Chess, 1977; Windle, Iwawaki & Lerner, 1987) . This idea has been broadly elaborated by Super and Harkness (1986) (Chess & Thomas, 1991; Lerner, 1983; Talwar, Nitz, Lerner & Lerner, 1991) difficult child (Bates, 1980; Carey, 1986; Thomas & Chess, 1977) and temperament risk factor (Carey & McDevitt, 1989; Strelau, 1989) Taking into account the cross-cultural studies on temperament conducted until now, it can be said that our knowledge does not permit far-reaching generalizations (see Kohnstamm, 1989; Voss & Keller, 1988) . In the majority of studies concerned with the universality of traits and the structure of temperament, the same diagnostic measures-in different language versions-have been used. Their main purpose was to find out whether the same temperament dimensions and a similar structure of traits or factors occur across cultures. Such studies, conducted mainly by means of psychometric tests on children and adolescents at different ages, refer mostly to Thomas and Chess' theory of temperament (see, e.g. Banks, 1989; Hsu, Soong, Stigler, Hong & Liang, 1981; Kohnstamm, 1989; Kyrios, Prior, Oberklaid & Demetriou, 1989; Prior, Kyrios & Oberklaid, 1987; Skuy, Westaway & Snell, 1986; see, also, Iwawaki, Hertzog, Hooker & Lerner, 1985; Windle, Iwawaki & Lerner, 1988) . In these studies, the assumption of equivalent diagnostic measures is adopted, however, often without sufficient data supporting this supposition. Kohnstamm (1987, 1988 ) approach seems to be closer to the standards cross-cultural studies are expected to follow (see Berry, 1969 Berry, , 1989 Brislin, 1976a Brislin, , 1983 Poortinga, 1989; Super & Harkness, 1986; Triandis & Brislin, 1984) .
As regards adults, cross-cultural studies on the three Eysenckian superfactors of personality (temperament)---extraversion, neuroticism, and psychoticism-are among the most popular. The main goal of these studies is to show the universality of these dimensions by documenting that the same factorial structure of these traits is obtainable across cultures. Many cross-cultural studies conducted by Sybil Eysenck together with researchers from many different countries (e.g. Barrett & Eysenck, 1984; Eysenck & Eysenck, 1982; Eysenck, 1983; Eysenck, Barrett, Spielberger, Evans & Eysenck, 1986; Eysenck & Haapsalo, 1989; Hanin, Eysenck, Eysenck & Barrett, 1991 ) have given such positive results.
There only exists a few cross-cultural studies on temperament that aim to show that, dependent on the specific culture under study, the same temperamental traits play different adaptive functions (see de Vries & Sameroff, 1984; Prior, Garino, Sanson & Oberklaid, 1987; Super & Harkness, 1986 
Theoretical considerations
In cross-cultural studies based on a psychometric approach, one of the most essential issues is to construct and, as a consequence, also to adapt to other cultures a test instrument that takes into account the criteria of conceptual, metrical, and scalar equivalence (Poortinga, 1989) . The efficiency in constructing, for instance, such an inventory depends on whether the constructors take into account the etic-emic relationships of the phenomena when building scales and when generating items (Berry, 1989 ). However, not much attention has been paid to these criteria in the construction of temperament inventories. When constructing inventories to be used for cross-cultural studies on temperament or personality, several strategies can be applied. We would like to refer to four strategies that take into account the emic-etic relationship:
(1) The Przeworski-Teune (1966) method for constructing questionnaires. The essence of this procedure consists in generating two kinds of items: core and specific items. Core items are expected to grasp etic aspects, that is, they are relevant to all cultures. In turn, specific items are different for each culture under study; they represent the emit aspects of behavior. One (2) (3) (4)
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and ALOE ANGLEITNER of the difficulties in this approach consists in finding appropriate criteria for generating core and specific items. Helpful in separating both core and specific items may be the decentering method (Werner & Campbell, 1970) . It consists in taking into account the idiosyncrasies of each language version of the inventory when generating items. Protypicality ratings by experts from the different cultures in which the inventory may be used can also be considered as an efficient way to distinguish core items from specific ones. The Triandis (1978) procedure in a simplified form. The main idea of this method consists in generating scale constructs that are expected to be etic, that is, universal across cultures. In turn, items representing the separate scales are culturally specific, that is, emit. The items are generated in the language of each culture by members of the given culture cooperating with the scale constructor.
Factor analysis of the emit items is the main way to prove whether the instrument constructed for the separate language (culture) versions refers to the set of etic constructs hypothesized by the author of the instrument. In spite of the emit items, cross-cultural comparisons are possible due to the etic scale concepts on which the instrument is built. Thefactor analytic procedure. Another possible strategy is to apply factor analytic procedures to a sufficiently broad and representative item pool in different cultures for the constructs in question.
If the factors that appear explain comparable amounts of variance and, furthermore,
show comparable weight matrices, the high loading items in each culture can then be considered to constitute the core items forming the scale for measuring the construct in each culture (see Eysenck & Eysenck, 1985, pp. 102-l 11) . However, not all items can be expected to constitute core items. Therefore, this approach is similar to the construction of parallel tests of a given construct in different cultures. The usefulness of the factor analytic procedure and the methods for factor comparisons for intercultural studies is best demonstrated by Eysenck and Eysenck (1982) , Barrett and Eysenck (1984) , and Eysenck, Barrett and Eysenck (1985) . These studies are impressive, and they clearly show the universality of these dimensions.
However, this procedure works best as long as the respective constructs are considered to be orthogonal to each other.
The procedure applied in the construction of the Strelau Temperament Inventory-Revised
(STI-R, Strelau, Angleitner, Bantelmann & Ruth, 1990a) , which was renamed the Pavlovian Temperament Survey (PTS).* This procedure differs from the other approaches in two ways: First, much more emphasis is given to the operationalization of a construct and the item generation process. Second, this procedure is also applicable to constructs that are related and therefore cannot be assumed to be orthogonal.
This strategy incorporates basic ideas formulated by Loevinger (1957) as well as some ideas taken from Campbell and Fiske's (1959) conceptualization of convergent and divergent validation by the multitrait-multimethod matrix. The starting point of the PTS procedure consists in operationalizing the theoretical constructs on which the scales are built. The scale constructs measured by means of the PTS inventory (strength of excitation, strength of inhibition, mobility of nervous processes) fulfil all criteria typical for temperament traits; thus for reasons presented earlier, they are assumed to be etic, that is, universal across cultures.
The operationalization of the constructs consists in generating definitional components of the separate constructs.
These components, which refer to the formal characteristics of behavior as the theoretical scale constructs do, are also supposed to be cross-culturally comparable.
The definitional components of the scales constitute the basis for generating items. Since temperamental traits reveal themselves in behaviors that may be culturally specific, a broad list of items has been generated by the authors. The item pool is considered as the universe of items, and the items fulfil the requirement to be rated as prototypical for the concepts. The items are common for all language versions and they refer to as many kinds of behavior and situations as possible in which temperamental characteristics may express themselves.
The emit approach in constructing the PTS consists in selecting from the item pool-by means of elaborated psychometric procedures-those items that, in a given culture (language version), are most representative for the etic constructs. It means that for each language (culture) version of the inventory, the number and kind of items is or may be different. The fact that the number of items of which the inventory is composed may vary requires standardization procedures for cross-cultural comparisons.
Due to the fact that the theoretical constructs and their definitional components are etic, cross-cultural comparisons are possible. From the very beginning of the construction of the PTS, this inventory was intended to be used for cross-cultural studies. The strategy applied and the steps in constructing the PTS are described in Strelau et al. (1990a) and Ruth, Angleitner and Strelau (1991) . Thus we are limiting ourselves to a very general description required to understand the cross-cultural approach of our study.
THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE PTS
Taking as a starting point the Pavlovian (Pavlov, 1951-52) concept of the central nervous system (CNS) properties, we developed an inventory aimed at measuring three traits: strength of excitation, strength of inhibition, and mobility of the CNS. After a theoretical analysis of the constructs studied, we generated definitional components of the separate CNS properties-seven for strength of excitation (SE), five for both strength of inhibition (SI) and mobility of the CNS (MO). One component of each of the scales is given below to exemplify this procedure: SE: tendency to undertake activity (actions) in highly stimulating conditions; SI: ability to restrain from behaviors that are not expected or not desired for social reasons; MO: ability to pass easily from one activity to another. These selected components illustrate the intention of the authors to construct definitional components of the temperament scales in such a way as to be universal across cultures. The formal aspect of behavior comprised by the components occurs in all kinds of behavior, irrespective of whether the activity in which temperament characteristics are expressed is culturally bound or not. So, for example, eagerness to hunt dangerous animals (behavior often to be met in African cultures) and desire to parachute (behavior likely to occur in Western cultures) have-in spite of the extreme difference in their content-a common denominator: both refer to activity under highly stimulating conditions. For each of the three scales operationalized by the definitional components, items have been generated by the four authors. Each of the authors has written at least five items for each of the 17 components.
Altogether 377 items were written-l 52 for the SE scale, 113 for SI scale, and 112 for the MO scale. Taking into account the psychometric personality scale construction strategies as developed by Angleitner, John and Loehr (1986) and Jackson (1970) , the following basic rules were obeyed: The items should be: (a) short and clearly understandable; (b) free from extreme levels of social desirability, (c) diverse in content so as to cover the whole universe of human conduct; (d) applicable to adults in different cultures and not biased toward particular populations; (e) logically related to the construct under consideration and, at the same time, not convergent with similar but irrelevant constructs; and (f) balanced in their keying. The four authors working as independent judges have selected among the 377 items only those for which full agreement among the four judges was reached regarding the six criteria given above. This procedure resulted in a 252-item pool.
The 252-item pool is considered as a starting point for the construction of the PTS for all language forms and cultures. At the very beginning, two original language forms of the 252 item pool were constructed by the authors-the German version and the Polish version. These two forms constituted the basis for the translation into the following languages: English, German, Spanish, The German I, Polish I and Russian PTS versions are based on a yes/no answer format. This is also valid for the next tables.
French, and Russian. Each translation was done by two independent, professional translators. Researchers interested in the construction of the PTS in their own country are given the possibility to make use, during the translation procedure, of all of the above-mentioned language forms of the 252-item pool. The comparison of different language forms is one of the most efficient ways of adapting inventories to specific cultures (see Brislin, 1976b; Drwal, 1990) .* Hitherto, the PTS has been constructed for the following countries: Australia, Greece, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Poland, Russia, South Korea, and The Netherlands.
The construction of the PTS in the following countries is in progress: Japan, Romania, and the U.S.A. At the beginning, the PTS existed in two rating versions: with a 2-point rating scale (yes/no format) and with a 4-point rating scale (fully agree, moderately agree, moderately disagree, strongly disagree). Since Ss reported some difficulty in answering the yes/no format of the PTS (see Strelau et al., 1990a) , the 4-point rating scale was used in all cross-cultural studies except the Russian project.
CROSS-CULTURAL PTS STUDIES: RESULTS
Research regarding the construction of the PTS in different countries is beginning. Therefore, only preliminary results illustrating our approach consisting in satisfactory statistical analyses will be presented in this paper. We will limit ourselves to some data based on the construction of the PTS in Australia, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Poland, Russia, South Korea, and The Netherlands.
The item analytic procedures for constructing the PTS were handled as outlined in Strelau et al. (1990a) . A special computer program was developed. All data analyses were done at the University of Bielefeld using this program. For each definitional component, at least 2, preferably 3 or 4 items have been retained. All of them fulfil the following two criteria: (a) they must show sufficiently high item-scale correlation, and (b) they should correlate higher with their own scale compared to the correlations of the items with the other scales. Thus, not the factor analysis procedure for constructing the separate scales, but some basic ideas from the multitrait-multimethod matrix were used in our study. The sample characteristics of the groups being compared are given in Table 1 .
The number of items included in the separate scales of the 9 language versions of the PTS varies (see Table 2 ). They range from 17 (Italy) to 24 (Germany) for the SE scale, from 14 (South Korea) to 24 (Germany) for the SI scale, and from 17 (Italy) to 24 (Germany) for the MO scale. The total number of items for the separate versions of the PTS varies from 51 (Italy) to 72 (Germany). Since all PTS versions stem from the same 252-item pool, one may expect that they share at least some items in common. If so, such items could be regarded as core items as suggested by Przeworski and Teune (1966, p. 10) . Table 3 gives the number of inventories among the 9 PTS language versions being compared for which common items exist. As can be seen from the table, there are only 3 items-belonging to the MO scale only-that are shared by all 9 PTS versions. These are the following: 102, I can easily switch back and forth between very different activities; 144, it takes time for me to switch from sadness to joy; and 177, I can easily adjust to sudden changes in my job routine.
If, however, we take as the criterion of the so-called core items these ones that may be found in at least 5 inventories of the 9 PTS versions being compared, the number of common items grows to 5&17 for SE, 13 for SI, and 20 for MO. The smallest number of common items has been found within the SI scale, especially when a large number of PTS versions is taken into account (6 to 9 language versions). Curiously enough, it turned out that among the 252 items that served as the starting point for the construction of the PTS, 94 items have not been included in 1 of the 9 language versions. This finding, far from being accidental, needs a separate analysis and will not be dealt with in this paper.
The matching of items per scale in the different language versions presented in percentages is given in Table 4 . The percentages of common items are calculated using the following formula for the respective scales:
Number of common items x 2 Number of items of Language 1 + Number of items of Language 2 x 100
The table therefore reads as follows: the German SE scale has 51.2% of items in common with the Polish version, 38.3% with the Korean version, 53.7% with the Italian version, 57.8% with the Russian version, and so on. Taking into account the highest and lowest percentage scores as a measure of the dispersion of items in common, it is possible to get an impression of the range of communality between the separate PTS forms. 1 I (41) 8 (35) 34 (118) In parentheses the cummulative number of items is given. It comprises also the items being common for the larger number of PTS versions. Without further statistical tests, two results seem clear: The percentage of matching items for two language forms oscillates around 50% and is somewhat lower for the SI scale items in comparison to the SE and MO scale items. The fact that few items are in common when several inventories are compared does not contradict our hypothesis.
As mentioned before, we expected the number and kind of items included into the scales of the different language versions to be different since they are, in essence, emit.
The numbers of items differ for the different PTS versions. This means, among other things, that scalar equivalence of the PTS cannot be expected (Van de Vijver & Poortinga, 1982) unless some standardized transformation is arranged. Since the means and the SDS of the different PTS language forms are not comparable across countries, it might be interesting to compare the relative variability of the scores obtained on the basis of the 9 inventories.
The variability index (I/ = 100 SD/M) may serve as a useful measure to indicate the range of individual differences within the scales of the separate PTS versions. As can be seen from Table 5 , the variability scores do not differ essentially across countries except for the Greek version of the PTS for which the variability index is higher in the domain of the SI and MO scales as compared with other countries.
For the other countries, the variability index is, in general, the smallest for the SI scale. At least two conclusions may be drawn from these data: (a) the scales of the separate language versions probably do not differ essentially in the sensitivity with which they can measure individual differences in temperamental traits; (b) the cultures being compared probably do not differ very much in the range of individual differences in these temperamental traits. Cross-cultural equivalence of the PTS requires, among other things, that relationships between the PTS scales are similar for each language version. This is one of the requirements for metrical equivalence. Table 6 presents the relevant comparison data. In general, they seem to be rather consistent in that they show that the highest correlations, without exception, are between the SE and MO scales (from 0.30 to 0.64) and the lowest are between SI and MO (from 0.03 to 0.34). For all countries, the correlations between the SE and SI scales are between 0.11 and 0.46. To test the homogeneity of the scale correlations in the different language forms, a Chi-square procedure for testing the correlational patterns taken from Bortz (1985, pp. 265-266) was applied. This procedure yielded highly significant differences in the correlational patterns for the different scales (SE/S1 = 37.08, SE/MO = 69.54, MO/S1 = 59.01, d'= 10, P < 0.01). A more detailed testing showed that the lack of homogeneity was mostly due to the Korean 1 and the Russian form. If the correlations between SE and MO of these two language forms are eliminated, the correlational pattern for the correlations between SE and MO show homogeneity (SE/MO = 14.10, df = 8, P > 0.01, NS). For the correlational pattern between SE and SI, the elimination of the Hungarian form yields homogeneity (SE/S1 = 20.53, df = 9, P > 0.01, NS). Furthermore, the correlations between SI and MO result in a homogeneous pattern if the Italian, Russian, and Korean 1 data are excluded (SI/MO = 10.95, df = 7, P > 0.01, NS). The fact, that it is mostly the Korean 1 sample that leads to a deviation from the homogeneous pattern, suggests that this deviation may be seen as some specificity of the Korean 1 sample. The Korean 2 sample shows comparable results in their correlational pattern. However, these discrepancies between the correlations being compared were unexpected. Furthermore, these differences in the correlational pattern occurred in spite of identical procedures in the scale development.
DISCUSSION
The aim of our study is to acquaint researchers in the field of temperament and personality with our alternative approach to constructing temperament scales for different nations and cultures. At this stage of research, we are not interested in comparing the different nations and cultures in their scale values. However, one could accomplish such a study by using an ipsatization strategy, for instance, by dividing the scale values of a language form through the number of items of the scale in their respective languages. Bodunov (1993) has recently introduced a more advanced strategy using confirmatory factor modeling to demonstrate satisfactory levels of convergent and discriminant validity for the scales and components of the 252-item pool of the PTS by comparing Russian and German samples. This research confirms that the original German item universe for the PTS is also applicable for Russia. It may be expected that the shorter form of the Russian PTS is also an equivalent parallel test for measuring essentially the same constructs in Russia. The somewhat contradictory findings in the correlational patterns of the short PTS-scales in the Russian sample compared to other language forms may also be caused by some sample specificity and does not rule out the possibility that the Russian test forms may be considered equivalent.
However, the differences in the correlational patterns between the scales of the different language forms could also point to possible different adaptive functions these traits may possess in different cultures.
Taking the frame of reference adopted by Poortinga (1989) we may say that the PTS shows some invariance as a measurement scale. The most important fact is the identity of concepts. Identity of the item content is not necessary. Poortinga points out that "the probability that two test versions differing in content will form invariant scales is very low" (1989, p. 744) . Our approach suggests that by defining the content domain in an appropriate way one may find reliable scales for the measurement of temperament in different cultures via self-report. Super, C. M. & Harkness, S. (1986) . In Plomin, R. & Dunn, J. (Eds), The study of temperament: Changes, continuities and challenges (pp. 13 1-149 
